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 Also VJ2 can be used as a video software. To play audio and video samples and photos, you can use the DJ System DJ.
videogallery2 is a small (39Kb) and fast X-Window-based graphical file browser and manager for files from 4.3 Mbytes to 50

Gbytes in size. font2 is a X font editor and viewer. It lets you resize and flip, cut and paste and save text fonts from one X
window to another. It is used to create electronic and laser printing fonts and to design hardcopy fonts. findall is a fast, flexible,
cross-platform, X-based search tool for data contained within files on your computer. tideline.xwm is an implementation of an

alpha-blended 3D line (strip) based on the X Window system. It is designed to be used as a replacement for standard line
drawing routines like XdrawLines, XdrawRectangles, XdrawEllipses, XDrawArrays and XCopyArea. mail2 is a cross-platform

X-based mail reader that uses X Window's built-in GIMP-like brushes to create mutable graphics (such as stamps and
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signatures) and postable images. midiclock is an application which displays the time in several different formats, and can play a
MIDI file. wapgraphics is a X11 program which loads a WAP (WAPML, WML, CSS, HTML, XHTML,...) page to a X

Window using a WAP/WML/CSS/HTML/XHTML/... proxy or a local X display. SDL === SDL is an open-source library
created by Valve used to provide low-level access to their multimedia API, which is used for games such as Half-Life 2, and the

Source engine. The SDL package consists of a collection of libraries and tools that implement various aspects of the SDL
multimedia API. It contains an audio library, an image library, a joystick and mouse/keyboard input library, a threading library,
an event loop library, and a multimedia framework. Many aspects of SDL are based on the original Xlib interface, and the X11

C library can be used to implement most of the libraries. SDL also contains several source-level debuggers, useful for
developing games. lirc is a module for controlling an infrared remote 82157476af
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